Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a powerful technique for investigating the structures of dry and wet biological specimens at nanometer spatial resolution \[[@b1-14_111],[@b2-14_111]\]. Despite its capacity for generating fine topological images, applying AFM in biological sciences has been mostly limited to simple systems in which only one or a few types of biomolecules exist \[[@b3-14_111]--[@b5-14_111]\]. This is primarily because AFM cannot be used to specify molecules \[[@b6-14_111]\]; therefore, its use should be complimented by other methods to broaden the applications of AFM to complicated biological systems.

Correlative microscopy can be a potential solution for expanding the applications of AFM \[[@b7-14_111]\]. Combining AFM with fluorescence microscopy (FM) is the first choice, and thus, has been developed by several groups \[[@b8-14_111]--[@b14-14_111]\]. FM is designed to observe the location and dynamics of a target molecule, tagged with a fluorescence marker, at the video rate of 30 frames per second, making it suitable for complementing AFM. In recent studies, Fukuda *et al.* have combined AFM with total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRF) to monitor the movement of a single molecule using AFM and TIRF simultaneously \[[@b12-14_111]\]. AFM has also been combined with super-resolution microscopy, providing a detailed view of the organization of the cytoskeletal filament meshworks using AFM and FM \[[@b13-14_111],[@b14-14_111]\].

Combining AFM with FM, or other advanced fluorescence techniques, has enabled the application of AFM in complex biological systems. However, these methods remain limited by the disadvantages of fluorescence techniques, such as limited spatial resolution and photo bleaching of conventional fluorescence microscopy and TIRF, and the slow rate of image acquisition of super-resolution microscopy \[[@b15-14_111],[@b16-14_111]\]. To circumvent these problems, we have developed a method that combines AFM with transmission electron microscopy (TEM). In this study, we describe the design of correlative AFM/TEM and demonstrate correlative AFM/TEM by using actin filaments as a test sample.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Reagents
--------

Glutaraldehyde and tannic acid were purchased from Electron Microscopy Sciences (Hatfield, PA); osmium tetroxide from TAAB (Berks, England); and glycine, polyethylene glycol, Tween 20, and NaBH~4~ from Wako (Osaka, Japan).

Proteins
--------

Actin from rabbit muscle, purified as described in \[[@b17-14_111]\], was a kind gift from N. Kodera (Kanazawa University). The actin was polymerized into filaments, stabilized with phalloidin to prevent depolymerization, and stored at 4°C until use. Mouse anti-β-actin antibody and the gold-conjugated secondary antibody were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). The goat anti-mouse IgG was purchased from BBI (Blaenavon, UK).

Creating a thin layer of patterned gold on coverslips
-----------------------------------------------------

To prepare cover slips with a thin, patterned layer of gold, a locater grid (style H2; Ted Pella Inc., Redding, CA) was placed on a 24 mm×40 mm cover slip (Matsunami, Glass Ind., Ltd. Osaka, Japan), and gold was deposited onto the coverslip by evaporation in a vacuum evaporator (SVC-700TMSG; Sanyu Denshi, Tokyo) as described previously \[[@b7-14_111]\]. To prevent the gold layer from detaching, the patterned cover slips were baked at 160°C for 12 hours to stabilize the layer. After the coverslips cooled to 25--26°C, the small areas, containing the locater grid pattern, were cut into approximately 2 mm×2 mm sections using a diamond pen, and then adhered onto the top of a cylindrical glass stage using clear nail polish. The deposited gold possessed a purple color; thus, the pattern was readily visible through an objective lens equipped with AFM. The thin gold layer is electrically dense and, therefore, also visible under TEM \[[@b7-14_111]\].

Observation of actin filaments using AFM
----------------------------------------

Observation of the actin filaments in solution was performed using a laboratory-built high-speed AFM, as described previously \[[@b3-14_111],[@b5-14_111],[@b18-14_111],[@b19-14_111]\]. The glass stage, with the patterned cover slips, was mounted, using nail polish, onto a Z piezo element of the AFM scanner. For the observation using AFM, we employed avidin to facilitate effective binding between the glass surface and actin filaments because actin and the glass surface possess negative charges, whereas avidin possesses a positive charge, at pH 7.0. The surface of the coverslip was first coated with 0.05 mg/ml avidin for 10 minutes, then washed four times with 5 μl buffer A (10 mM MOPS, pH 7.0; 0.5 mM MgCl~2~). Two microliters, containing the actin filaments stabilized with phalloidin, was placed on the stage of the AFM and incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature. After the incubation, the surface was washed twice with buffer A. To provide mechanical strength to the actin filaments, we further chemically fixed the actin filaments with 10 mM MOPS (pH 7.0), 1.25% glutaraldehyde, and 2 mg/ml tannic acid. By monitoring the structure of the actin filaments, using HS-AFM, during the addition of the fixative, we confirmed that the fixation did not alter the morphology of the actin filaments ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#s1-14_111){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

After washing with 10 mM MOPS (pH 7.0), imaging was performed using a HS-AFM equipped with small cantilevers (BL-AC10DS-A2 or BL-AC7DS-KU4, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) and operated in tapping mode. The free oscillation amplitude was ca. 1.5 nm, and the set-point amplitude was 80--90% of the free amplitude. The imaging rate, scan size, and feedback parameters were optimized during the observation to enable visualization with minimal tip force. After the observation, acetone was used to remove the stage of the AFM, with the coverslip, from the AFM scanner without drying out the observed sample. This step was performed carefully, to prevent the acetone from contacting the actin filaments, because it would destroy their structure.

Post-fixation and replica preparation
-------------------------------------

The coverslip, removed from the AFM stage, was immersed in 10 mM MOPS buffer in a plastic dish and post-fixed using 1% osmium oxide in 30 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.4) for 1 hour on ice in the dark. After the coverslip was washed five times with distilled water, the specimen was dehydrated using a series of ascending ethanol concentrations from 0 to 100%. The coverslip was then transferred to the chamber in a critical point dryer (CPD2, Hitachi, Tokyo), followed by replacing ethanol with liquid phase CO~2~ 10 times. Temperature and pressure were raised to the critical point in which liquid phase CO~2~ was transformed into the gas phase to minimize surface tension. Platinum/carbon shadowing was performed using a vacuum evaporator, and the replica was recovered under a dissecting microscope.

Transmission electron microscopy and image processing
-----------------------------------------------------

Specimens were observed under a transmission electron microscope (JEM-2100, JEOL, Tokyo) operated at 80 kV. Images were recorded with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (KeenView, Olympus Soft Imaging Solutions, Tokyo) under the control of a personal computer. Typically, the gold pattern was first located at a low magnification to locate the target region, then returned to a normal magnification mode to observe the actin filaments. Image processing, such as trimming, rotation, and enhancement of contrast, were performed using ImageJ, an image processing program operated using a Windows platform \[[@b20-14_111]\].

Results
=======

Choosing the substratum for correlative atomic force and TEM
------------------------------------------------------------

The outline of our correlative AFM/TEM is summarized in [Figure 1](#f1-14_111){ref-type="fig"}. In correlative AFM/TEM, it is necessary to accurately correlate the two images captured separately under different physical conditions. Therefore, a reference marker to facilitate the relocation of the target area in a sample, is important; otherwise, the correlation of the two images is practically impossible. A marker, suitable for this purpose, should generate clear images under AFM and TEM, and should be physically and chemically stable so that it does not impair the function of the biological molecules. To meet these requirements, we chose the method used for correlative light and electron microscopy, in which a pattern of a thin gold layer was deposited on the surface of a coverslip ([Fig. 2](#f2-14_111){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@b7-14_111]\]. The gold deposit induced a color change on the coverslip from transparent to purple, rendering the reference pattern visible under light microscopy ([Fig. 2a--c](#f2-14_111){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the high electron density of the deposited gold prevented the electron beam from penetrating the sample, allowing for the generation of a clear reference image under TEM.

We confirmed that the reference coverslip, prepared using the method described in the Materials and Methods, was clearly visible through an objective lens equipped with the AFM system, when the stage with the reference coverslip was set onto the AFM piezoelectric stage; this allowed us to record the position of the cantilever tip relative to the reference pattern ([Fig. 2d, e](#f2-14_111){ref-type="fig"}). After observation using AFM, a section of the coverslip was removed from the AFM glass stage and processed to generate a replica as described previously \[[@b7-14_111]\]. The electron micrograph of the replica showed a clear image of the reference coverslip obtained using TEM, demonstrating that the reference coverslip can be used as a marker to correlate the images obtained using AFM and TEM ([Fig. 2f](#f2-14_111){ref-type="fig"}).

Correlative atomic force and transmission electron microscopy of actin filaments
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The actin filaments, stabilized with phalloidin to prevent their disassembly, were immobilized on the avidin-coated surface of a coverslip tagged with the reference marker, and chemically fixed before imaging. As expected, scanning a few square micrometer area of the surface of the coverslip revealed a topological image of several actin filaments. The height of the actin filaments, attached to the avidin-coated surface, was \~13 nm as revealed by observation using AFM ([Fig. 3a](#f3-14_111){ref-type="fig"}). By subtracting the height of avidin (\~5 nm), the height of an actin filament was estimated to be \~8 nm, which was consistent with the height of actin filaments reported previously \[[@b21-14_111]\]. Using the pixel setting of the AFM at 20\~30 nm per pixel, we could not identify the typical structural features of the actin filaments, such as the distance of the half-helical pitch (\~37 nm) as described \[[@b22-14_111],[@b23-14_111]\]. However, the characteristic morphological patterns, made by several actin filaments, were useful for identifying a particular area of observation. Immediately after the observation, the coverslip was gently removed from the stage and processed, using a series of preparative procedures, to obtain the replica. Careful investigation of the target area in the replica, using TEM, showed that the very same area used for imaging actin filaments by AFM, was reproduced. The two micrographs, shown in [Figure 3a--b](#f3-14_111){ref-type="fig"}, were nearly identical; indicating that the structure of actin filaments was well preserved during the preparation of the replica, though few obvious morphological changes in the actin filaments were found in the superimposed micrographs ([Fig. 3c](#f3-14_111){ref-type="fig"}). The morphological changes may result from deformation of specimen during post-fixation and replica preparation. The most likely cause of the deformation is dehydration process in the replica preparation for EM observation. The deformation of specimen might be prevented by carrying out the dehydration process more slowly and carefully. [Supplementary Figure 2](#s1-14_111){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the result of correlative observation of actin filaments, using AFM/TEM, in another region of interest. The scanning area used for AFM observation, and the size of the cover slips, were 3 μm×3 μm and 2 mm×2 mm, respectively. When we used non-grid cover slips, the rate for finding the exact same area under AFM and TEM was estimated to be 0.0002%. However, we could increase the rate up to 30% by using cover slips with a patterned thin layer of gold as a guideline. The decrease in the rate was caused by the detachment of the actin filaments from the specimen during preparation of the replica. In these cases, the areas observed using AFM could not be found using TEM. It is expected that the rate for finding the exact same area will be further increased by optimizing the steps involved in replica preparation.

Integrating immuno-electron microscopy in correlative AFM/TEM to specify a molecule
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

By integrating immuno-electron microscopy, we can identify molecules in AFM images, which is a major advantage of correlative AFM/TEM. Although AFM can generate precise topological images of the specimen surface, which contains many molecules, it is almost impossible to discern molecular species by AFM alone unless the observed molecules possess unique shapes. To solve this problem, we integrated immuno-electron microscopy (immuno-EM) with our correlative AFM/TEM. Immuno-EM is a powerful method for localizing the targeted biomolecules by using antibodies specific to those biomolecules. Prior to replica preparation, we conducted the correlative AFM/immuno-EM as described above, with several modifications such as quenching the glutaraldehyde-fixed actin filaments, blocking the surface of the substrate with bovine serum albumin (BSA)/polyethylene glycol/Tween 20, and incubating the coverslip with a primary antibody against actin and a secondary antibody conjugated to colloidal gold. For immuno-EM, we found that non-specific binding of the gold-conjugated antibody to the glass surface hampered our ability to specify molecules. Therefore, we screened different blocking conditions to prevent the unwanted binding of the antibody to the substrate. We determined that quenching the sample using glycine, and incubating it with a mixture of BSA and Tween 20, provided the most effective blocking before incubating the sample with the primary antibodies. Under these blocking conditions, the actin filaments, observed using AFM, were specifically labeled with colloidal gold, and limited non-specific binding was detected in the background ([Fig. 4](#f4-14_111){ref-type="fig"}). The result of using correlative AFM/immuno-EM to observe the other region of interest is shown in [Supplementary Figure 3](#s1-14_111){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. To assess the morphological changes in the actin filaments, observed using correlative AFM/immuno-EM, we superimposed the two micrographs in [Figure 4a--b](#f4-14_111){ref-type="fig"} ([Supplementary Fig. 4](#s1-14_111){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) using the same approach as for [Figure 3](#f3-14_111){ref-type="fig"}.

Discussion
==========

Rapidly developing microscopy techniques, such as super-resolution and high-speed atomic force microscopy, have overcome the diffraction limit of conventional microscopy and provided significant insight into fundamental biological processes \[[@b15-14_111],[@b16-14_111]\]. State of the art microscopes can provide useful information, unobtainable a few decades ago. However, every technique has its advantages and limitations. Therefore, when two techniques are integrated to compensate for each other's weaknesses, the combined system can become a more powerful approach to dissecting biological processes at the molecular level. A good example is a combination of correlative atomic force and fluorescent microscopy (correlative AFM/FM) developed by Fukuda *et al*. \[[@b12-14_111]\]. The large difference in an area of observation field between FM and AFM affects to correlate their spatial accuracy. The resolution in FM is over 100 times lower than that of AFM, but they improved this difficulty by using wide-area XY scanner. In this technique, a FM module is integrated into an AFM system, thus enabling simultaneous observation of a single molecule under AFM and FM. Using this technique, an investigator can confirm that a targeted molecule, labeled with a fluorescent tag, is truly being observed under AFM. However, to overcome the spatial resolution difference between FM (\>200 nm) and HS-AFM (\~2 nm) still remains to be improved. Since the spatial resolutions of AFM and EM are very close, correlative AFM/EM has no difficulty for adapting their spatial resolution each other. In addition, unlike FM, both in AFM and EM have no photo bleaching problem of fluorescent dye. By these advantages, correlative AFM/EM method is suitable for observations requiring high spatial resolution and long period of time. Moreover, one drawback of correlative AFM/FM is that a target molecule needs to be labeled with a fluorescent marker, by a chemical or biological method, without impairing the function of the target molecule. Another limitation of correlative AFM/FM is that only one, or a few types, of molecules can be monitored because of the restricted number of fluorophores that can be observed simultaneously under fluorescence microscopy. Conversely, our correlative AFM/TEM does not require any modification of a targeted molecule in advance, making it more versatile than other techniques for correlative microscopy. The one essential requirement for correlative AFM/TEM is an antibody that binds to the targeted molecule specifically. Additionally, optimizing conditions for avoiding the non-specific binding of antibodies to the substrate is requisite for successful correlative AFM/TEM. Numerous studies use AFM to show the interaction between proteins and their antibodies; this can be achieved by simpler procedures, excluding EM, because most of the studies demonstrate a single pair of an antigen and antibody, rather than two or three kinds of pairs simultaneously \[[@b24-14_111]--[@b26-14_111]\]. Immunohistochemical double or triple-labeling methods, which involve changing the size of the gold particle attached to each antibody, are frequently employed for observations using TEM \[[@b27-14_111]--[@b29-14_111]\]. In this study, we showed only the result of a single pairing of actin and its antibody. Employing the double or triple-label immunohistochemical method with TEM is useful for identifying particular and multiple proteins in heterogeneous systems. Because AFM is used to observe topological structure of a surface, an additional advantage of TEM images is that the gold particle is identified even if it is concealed inside a complicated biological system \[[@b30-14_111]\]. In summary, by using actin filaments as a test sample, we have demonstrated that correlative AFM/TEM can be achieved. Therefore, applying this approach to more complicated biological systems is the next challenge.

###### Significance

We report a new microscopy technique called correlative atomic force and transmission electron microscopy (correlative AFM/TEM) in which a targeted region of a sample can be observed under both AFM and TEM. Recent advances in AFM have allowed detailed observation of the dynamic nature of biomolecules. However, specifying molecular species by AFM alone still remains a challenge. We demonstrate correlative AFM/TEM using actin filaments, and further show that immune electron microscopy to specify molecules can be integrated into this technique. Thus, correlative AFM/TEM could be a versatile method to investigate complex biological systems at the molecular level.
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![Outline of correlative Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)/Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Correlative AFM/TEM observation was performed as follows. Actin filaments, immobilized on substratum having a reference pattern, were first observed using AFM, and then using TEM, after TEM specimen preparation. Alternatively, to specifically label the actin filaments with a distinctive marker for TEM, specimens were treated with antibodies before TEM sample preparation.](14_111f1){#f1-14_111}

![Coverslip, coated with a patterned thin layer of gold, for correlative AFM/TEM. (a) An entire image of a coverslip (24 mm×40 mm) with a gold pattern (3 mm in diameter). (b) A magnified image of the patterned region in the center of the coverslip is shown in (a). (c) A close-up image of the bottom edge of the gold pattern is shown in (b). (d) A schematic drawing of the gold patterned coverslip attached to the flat top of a cylindrical AFM glass stage. The coverslip, trimmed into a small square, was adhered to the AFM glass stage (2 μm×\~2 μm). A region without gold deposition was scanned by high-speed (HS)-AFM. (e) An image of the patterned coverslip obtained using an objective lens equipped with HS-AFM. The position of the cantilever tip (arrow head), relative to the gold pattern, was monitored. (f) A TEM micrograph of the gold pattern shows a clear view of the pattern under TEM. Scale bar: 3 mm in (a), 500 μm in (b), 100 μm in (c), 50 μm in (e) and (f).](14_111f2){#f2-14_111}

![Correlative AFM/TEM observation of actin filaments. (a) An AFM image of actin filaments. Scan rate, 4 s/frame; Z-scale, 61.7 nm. (b) TEM image of the same actin filaments as shown in (a). Scale bar, 500 nm. (c) Superimposed image of (a) and (b).](14_111f3){#f3-14_111}

![Correlative AFM/immuno-EM of actin filaments. (a) A HS-AFM image of actin filaments. Scan rate, 6 s/frame; Z-scale, 47.8 nm. (b) An immuno-EM image of the same actin filaments as shown in (a). (c--e) Expanded images of the part boxed in (b). Arrows indicate the positions of the gold colloidal particle attached to the actin filaments. Scale bar, 500 nm in (a) and (b), 50 nm in (c)--(e).](14_111f4){#f4-14_111}
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